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LL.B. (Hons.) (Sem. - Vlll) Examination, October 2015
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Duration: 3 Hours

SECTION_I

lnstructions: i) Answer any four questions from questions 1 to 6.
ii) Question No.7 is compulsory. (8x4=32)

1. Discuss the nature and scope of administrative law in lndia and reasons for its
groMh in the 20th Century.

2. Critically examine the concept of rule ol law and separation of powers as
conceptual objections to administrative law in UK and USA respectively. Point
outthe importance of these concepts in lndia.

3. No man shall be condemned unheard - Discuss with relevant case law the
stages of a fair hearing.

4. What is delegated legislation ? Examine the effectiveness of Parliamentary Control

over delegated legislation.

5. Examine the scope of judicial review over administrative discretion in the light of
fundamental rights.

6. What is meant by quasi judicial action ? Explain the problems of administrative

adjudication.

7. Answer any two of the following :

a) Excessive Delegation.

b) Writ ol quo warranto.

c) Statutory notice.

(3x2=6)

P.T.O.

Max. Marks:75
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SECTION _ II

Instructions: i) Answer anyfour questions from questions 8 to 13.

ii) Question No. 14 is compulsory. (4x8=32)

8. 'Classification of administrative action may be necessary for determining the
scope of judicial review and the grounds on which administrative action can be

challenged' - Explain by distinguishing the different types of administrative action.

9. Explain the e)dent and scope ot Special Leave to Appeal to the Supreme Court
under Article 136 of the Constitution in correcting quasi iudicial errors. Also
compare Article 136 with Articles 32 and226.

10. Analyse critically the liability of the government in tort and contract.

11. What are the reasons for the growth of public sector undertakings in lndia ?
What are the control measures over public sector undertakings ?

'12. Explain how far Government in lndia is bound by promissory estoppel.

13. Analyse privilege ot the administration to withhold documents in lndia and judicial

review over the claim ol privilege.

14. Answer anytwo of the following :

a) Departmental Bias.

b) StatutoryTribunal.

c) Reasoned decision.

{2x2Yz=51


